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Ghosts contains R. B. Russell’s debut publications, Putting the Pieces in Place
and Bloody Baudelaire. Enigmatic and enticing, they combine a respect for the
great tradition of supernatural fiction, with a chilling contemporary European
resonance. With original and compelling narratives, Russell’s stories offer the
reader insights into the more hidden, often puzzling, impulses of human
nature, with all its uncertainty and intrigue. There are few conventional shocks
or horrors on display, but you are likely to come away with the feeling that
there has been a subtle and unsettling shift in your understanding of the way
things are. This book is a disquieting journey through twilight regions of love,
loss, memory and ghosts.

CONTENTS
“Introduction” – Mark Valentine
“Putting the Pieces in Place”
“There’s Nothing That I Wouldn’t Do”
“In Hiding”
“Eleanor”
“Dispossessed”
“Bloody Baudelaire”
REVIEWS
“Russell’s stories are captivating for their
depth of mystery and haunting melancholy.”
– Thomas Ligotti

R. B. RUSSELL is an English author,
born in Sussex, and the co-proprietor
of the independent publishing house
Tartarus Press, which he runs with his
partner Rosalie Parker. He has had
numerous collections of his own short
stories published, Putting the Pieces in
Place (2009), Literary Remains (2010),
Leave Your Sleep (2012), and Death
Makes Strangers of Us All (2018); a
novella, Bloody Baudelaire (2009), and
a collected edition, Ghosts (2012). He
is also, occasionally, an illustrator and
song-writer, and enjoys making videos.

“Russell deals in possibilities beyond the rational.”
– Rue Morgue
“Quiet horror told in an unassuming,
polished narrative style.”
– Hellnotes
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